Structure and predissociation of the 3 p u D 3 u + Rydberg state of N 2 : First extreme-ultraviolet and new nearinfrared observations, with coupled-channels analysis
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular nitrogen dominates atmospheric absorption in the extreme ultraviolet ͑XUV͒ spectral region for wavelengths immediately below 100 nm. N 2 shields the Earth's surface from XUV radiation through photodissociation, photoexcitation, and photoionization processes, in which the singlet ungerade ( 1 ⌺ u ϩ and 1 ⌸ u ) states play significant roles. 1 These processes occur predominantly in the upperatmospheric layers above 100 km. At those altitudes, the singlet ungerade states are not only populated via photoexcitation, but also via electron-collision-induced excitation processes. Following excitation, competing emission and predissociation processes occur, their rates providing key inputs for models explaining the radiation budget of the Earth's atmosphere. Such processes are also important in the nitrogen-rich atmospheres of the satellites Titan and Triton, of Saturn and Neptune, respectively. Predissociation of the singlet ungerade states is likely to occur via coupling with ͑pre-͒dissociating valence states of triplet character. 2, 3 However, the predissociation mechanisms and the singlet-triplet coupling are not understood at present. The isotopic study of the singlet ungerade states reported here and in subsequent works is important for further characterization of the molecular potentials and interactions that must be included in realistic predissociation models for N 2 . Laboratory investigations of the spectra and predissociation rates for different N 2 isotopomers are also relevant to an understanding of differences in isotopic abundances in nitrogen-rich planetary atmospheres. For example, in the Earth's atmosphere, only 1 out of 273 nitrogen atoms is the heavier 15 N isotope. On Titan, 4 the 15 N atom is enriched 4.5 times compared to the Earth, while on Mars 5,6 the 15 N enrichment factor is 1.6.
Molecular nitrogen is almost transparent in the visible and the ultraviolet domains. However, strong electric-dipoleallowed absorption occurs in the XUV region with Շ100 nm, down to the first ionization limit at 79.5 nm and beyond. Lefebvre-Brion, 7 Dressler, 8 and Carroll and Collins 9 showed that the allowed spectrum consists of transitions from the ground state X 1 ⌺ g ϩ to the c n Ј 1 ⌺ u ϩ and c n 1 ⌸ u Rydberg series converging on the ionic ground state X 2 ⌺ g ϩ , where n is the principal quantum number, the o n 1 ⌸ u Rydberg series converging on the A 2 ⌸ u state of the ion, and the valence states bЈ 1 ⌺ u ϩ and b 1 ⌸ u . Potential-energy curves for the relevant electronic states of N 2 are shown in Fig. 1 . It should be noted that there are alternative nomenclatures in use for some of these states. In particular, o 3 is commonly known as o.
The N 2 absorption spectrum in the XUV domain shows many irregularities, not only in the rovibronic structure, but also in the intensity distribution. Indeed, the spectrum was not understood for many years due to the complications introduced by strong interactions between the singlet ungerade states in this region. Stahel et al. 10 modeled the (c 4 Ј ,c 5 Ј, and bЈ) 1 ⌺ u ϩ and (c 3 ,o, and b) 1 ⌸ u states in a diabatic representation and showed that the principal irregularities are due to homogeneous interactions within each of the two manifolds of states, mainly of Rydberg-valence type. Furthermore, heterogeneous interactions between the 1 ⌺ u ϩ and 1 ⌸ u manifolds also add to the complexity of the spectra. Helm et al., 2 Edwards et al., 11 Walter et al., 12 and Ubachs et al. 13 extended the work of Stahel et al. 10 by including these heterogeneous interactions in their calculations. The interactions between the c nϩ1 Ј 1 ⌺ u ϩ and c n 1 ⌸ u Rydberg states, which are members of p complexes, were analyzed using L-uncoupling theory by Carroll and Yoshino. 14 More recently, a comprehensive ab initio study of the three lowest 1 N. The present paper, one in a series, is intended to broadly summarize the isotopic results and identify the effects of the principal interactions. The original line assignments leading to the results presented here are available separately via the EPAPS data depository of the American Institute of Physics. 25 Future reports will focus on excited-state predissociation lifetimes and on the effects of singlet-triplet interactions in the XUV spectrum.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental system has been described in detail elsewhere 26, 27 and only the key features will be summarized here. We employ an XUV source which is based on harmonic upconversion, using two laser systems: a pulsed dye laser ͑PDL͒ with high resolution ͓XUV bandwidth ϳ9 GHz (ϳ0.3 cm Ϫ1 ) full-width at half-maximum ͑FWHM͔͒ for undertaking survey spectra; and an ultrahigh resolution pulseddye-amplifier ͑PDA͒ yielding an XUV bandwidth of ϳ250 MHz (ϳ0.01 cm Ϫ1 FWHM) for measuring precise line positions and widths and to enable resolution of the congested band heads.
Both tunable pulsed laser systems, the PDL ͑Quanta-Ray PDL3͒, as well as the home-built PDA, are pumped by the second harmonic of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser. In such a system, a range of dyes can be used to cover a broad wavelength range in the red-yellow region with a short wavelength limit of 545 nm. The PDA is injection seeded by the output of a Spectra Physics 380D cw-ring-dye laser, pumped by a cw 532 nm Millennia laser. In the configuration employed, the short-wavelength cut-off of this cw-system is at 566 nm, thereby also reducing the accessible wavelength range of the PDA. The XUV radiation is generated in the same way for both laser systems, by frequency doubling the visible pulsed output in a KDP crystal, and then frequency tripling the resulting UV beam in a pulsed xenon jet. For the PDL and PDA sources, the lower wavelength limits in the XUV are 91 and 94.3 nm, respectively. At long wavelengths, both the PDL and PDA systems can be tuned to 600 nm, thus allowing the lowest dipole-allowed states in N 2 to be accessed in the XUV near 100 nm.
The generated XUV beam and the UV beam propagate collinearly into the interaction chamber, where they are perpendicularly crossed with a skimmed and pulsed beam of N 2 . For the measurements with the PDL system, the distance between the nozzle and the skimmer was decreased to only a few mm, in order to increase the number of N 2 molecules in the interaction zone. In this way, the weaker bands of N isotopically enriched gas sample ͑Euriso-top͒ was used, enabling weak bands to be observed. For all PDL scans, the highest achievable laser power was used, i.e., 40 mJ/pulse in the UV, to enhance the signal of weak lines which otherwise could not be observed. In experiments with the ultrahigh resolution PDA source, the nozzleskimmer distance was increased to a maximum of 150 mm to reduce the Doppler broadening, enabling more precise measurement of the transition frequencies and linewidths.
The N 2 spectra were recorded using 1 XUVϩ1 UV twophoton ionization spectroscopy. The XUV photon excites the N 2 molecules from the ground state to the states under investigation and, subsequently, the UV photon ionizes the molecule forming N 2 ϩ , which is detected using a time-offlight ͑TOF͒ electron-multiplier detection system. It should be noted that the signal intensities for the spectral lines recorded in 1 XUVϩ1 UV two-photon ionization do not directly reflect the cross sections of the single-XUV-photoninduced bound-bound transitions. The UV-laser-induced photoionization step also influences the signal intensities, particularly when autoionizing resonances are probed in the continuum above the ionization potential. No signatures of such resonances were found, however. Furthermore, the N 2 ϩ signal intensity is strongly dependent on the lifetime of the intermediate ͑target͒ state. If the lifetime is shorter than the duration of the laser pulse ͑3 ns for XUV, 5 ns for UV͒, e.g., as a result of predissociation, the signal drops considerably. This phenomenon has been discussed in quantitative terms by Eikema et al. 28 The N 2 ϩ ions are accelerated in the TOF apparatus, allowing for mass selective detection of the different isotopomers of N 2 ͑masses 28, 29, and 30͒. Nevertheless, the signal of the much more abundant 14 29 XUV sources. In both cases, frequency calibration is performed in the visible and the result is multiplied by a factor of 6 to account for the subsequent harmonic conversion. The frequency of the PDL is determined by simultaneously recording a Doppler-broadened I 2 absorption spectrum which is compared with an iodine atlas. 30 The frequency of the PDA is determined by simultaneously recording fringes from a stabilized étalon ͑free spectral range 148.9567 MHz͒ and an I 2 saturated-absorption spectrum, using the output of the cw-ring dye laser. Reference lines for the I 2 spectrum are taken from an accurate list of saturated resonances produced in our laboratory 31, 32 or from calculations. 33 In some of the spectra recorded with the PDL source, line broadening associated with the ac-Stark effect was observed, sometimes yielding asymmetric line shapes. This phenomenon was not investigated in detail, but the ac-Starkinduced shifts were compensated for by comparison with spectra obtained using the PDA source. For several bands, low-J lines were recorded with the PDA, while the entire band was recorded using the PDL at high laser intensity. Line positions from the PDA source were systematically lower by ⌬ PDL-PDA Ϸ0.05-0.20 cm Ϫ1 . Based on the observations with both systems, the PDL data were corrected for the ac-Stark shift, for those bands where ultrahigh resolution PDA data were available. Due to the uncertain Stark shifts, the absolute wave number uncertainty for the lines recorded with the PDL-based XUV source is Ϯ0.2 cm Ϫ1 , significantly worse than the calibration uncertainty of Ϯ0.05 cm Ϫ1 . The absolute calibration uncertainty for the PDA source is Ϯ0.003 cm Ϫ1 . This value represents a lower limit to the uncertainty for the narrowest spectral lines recorded. For lines where lifetime and/or Doppler broadening is of importance, the uncertainty is Ϯ0.02 cm Ϫ1 .
III. ANALYSIS OF SPECTRA
Using the PDL system, rotationally-resolved spectra of transitions from N were recorded in order to resolve the bandhead regions.
Since the nozzle-skimmer distance was increased in the PDA-based measurements, to minimize the Doppler width and improve the spectral resolution, the rotational tempera-ture was low and transitions arising from only those groundstate levels with JЉр5 could be observed. The difference in resolution of the two laser systems is illustrated in Figs Ϫ1 FWHM are observed in the PDLbased recordings if the excited state is not severely predissociated. This value is predominantly due to the laser bandwidth, but includes a contribution from Doppler broadening and is independent of the specific nozzle-skimmer distance chosen. The linewidths for the PDA-based recordings are partially determined by the laser-source bandwidth ͑250 MHz FWHM͒ and partially by Doppler broadening which depends on the nozzle-skimmer distance. The minimum linewidth measured was 300 MHz FWHM, corresponding to the case of no predissociation.
Rotational lines in the P, Q, and R branches of all bands were assigned using ground-state combination differences and guidance provided by the effects of nuclear-spin statistics on the appearance of spectra. For 14 N 2 , the nuclear spin Iϭ1, which results in a 2:1 intensity alternation of the even:odd rotational lines. Conversely, for 15 N 2 Iϭ1/2 and the odd lines are three times stronger than the even lines. Because 14 N 15 N is not a homonuclear diatomic molecule, no intensity alternation occurs in this case. Rotational line assignments and corresponding wave numbers for all bands studied are listed in Tables which have been lodged with the EPAPS data depository of the AIP. 25 As an example, transition energies for the Table I .
Term values for the rovibrational levels of the excited 1 ⌺ u ϩ and 1 ⌸ u states accessed in this work were determined from the experimental transition energies using N. Effective spectroscopic parameters for the isotopomers were determined by least-squares fitting polynomial expressions in J to the experimental rotational terms. We eschew the use of the terminology ''spectroscopic constant'' in relation to the excited states considered here since, for the most part, the observed levels are significantly perturbed, thus limiting or removing the mechanical significance normally attributed to these constants. Moreover, for the same reason, the number of polynomial terms necessary to reproduce the experimental results to an acceptable accuracy was, in many cases, found to be greater than usual, and the values of the polynomial coefficients were dependent on the number of terms.
Therefore, in the case of the excited states with 1 ⌺ u ϩ symmetry, the terms are taken to have the form
where xϭJ(Jϩ1), 0 is the band origin, B, D, H, and HЈ are rotational parameters, and we note that all rotational levels are of e parity. 34 The terms for the excited states with 1 ⌸ u symmetry are represented as T͑J, f ͒ϭ 0 ϩByϪDy 2 ϩHy 3 ϩHЈy 4 , ͑2͒
for the f -parity levels, and
for the e-parity levels, where yϭxϪ1 and the ⌳-doubling is taken as
where q, qЈ, qЉ, and qٞ are ⌳-doubling parameters. The e levels of the excited state are accessed in the P-and R-branch transitions (JϭJЉϪ1 and JϭJЉϩ1, respectively͒, while the f levels are accessed in the Q-branch transitions (JϭJЉ), absent in the case of the 
,0͒ band-head region, recorded using PDA-based XUV source with a resolution of ϳ0.01 cm Ϫ1 (ϳ250 MHz) FWHM. For this level, little lifetime broadening occurs and the observed linewidth reflects the instrumental width. band origin. Spectroscopic parameters for the 1 ⌸ u states, obtained from the least-squares fits, are given in Table III, for  15 N 2 , and Table IV, for   14   N   15 N. Term values derived from the PDL-based measurements, as well as the more accurate data from the PDA-based source, were simultaneously included in the fitting routines, taking account of the PDL-PDA shift, and using proper weighting of the uncertainties.
The isotopic spectroscopic parameters in Tables II-IV  display the effects of perturbations, just as in the well-known case of 14 N 2 . In our analysis, we have taken the following approach: ͑1͒ For the stronger perturbations, where level crossings are not so apparent, we follow the rotational term series to as high a J value as possible, thus requiring additional polynomial terms in the fitting procedure. In these cases, of course, the electronic character of each level changes significantly over the full range of J. ͑2͒ For weaker perturbations, we follow the terms through the level crossing, neglecting the small range of J values around the perturbed crossing region. The ranges of J values included in the fits are indicated in Tables II-IV. Our principal aim is to provide spectroscopic parameters which enable the reproduction of the experimental term values over as wide a range of 
101 000 cm Ϫ1 has to be added to listed values for transition energies. Wave numbers given to three decimal places are from narrowbandwidth pulsed dye-laser ͑PDA͒ spectra, those to two decimal places are from pulsed dye-laser ͑PDL͒ spectra. Wave numbers derived from blended lines are flagged with an asterisk ͑*͒, those from shoulders in the spectra by s, and those from weak features by w. Deviations from transition energies calculated using a least-squares fit of Eqs. ͑2͒-͑4͒ to the corresponding term values are also shown (⌬ oc ϭobs.Ϫcalc.). All values in cm Ϫ1 . 
IV. THEORY
A theoretical framework within which the perturbations as well as the intensities in the dipole-allowed spectrum of 14 N 2 could be explained was published in the seminal paper by Stahel et al. 10 Vibronic matrix diagonalization and closecoupling methods were applied separately to three 1 36 an efficient and accurate method for bound state problems has been applied. The advantage of this method is in providing all the eigen values and the coupled-channels wave functions in one single diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix expressed in a discrete variable representation. As outlined previously, 13 for each energy value indexed by k and given J, the coupled-channels radial wave function is given by a six-component vector, each component corresponding to a given electronic diabatic state e (eϭb,c 3 ,o,bЈ,c 4 Ј ,c 5 Ј):
The percentage of the electronic character e is obtained directly by
The electronic component takes into account not only the bound vibrational states but also the vibrational continuum. The calculation for Jϭ0 yields the perturbed band origins. In principle, rotational parameters can be derived by fitting the results obtained for a set of J values to a polynomial. This has been done for a number of states during the course of analysis and some of these rotational parameters are given in Sec. V. However, for the most part, to be consistent with the case of 14 Tables V and VI, (8) , and between bЈ(4) and c 4 Ј(1).
V. DISCUSSION

A. Isotope shifts
The vibrational isotope shifts for 15 Fig. 6 , are irregular, deviating from the smooth vibrational dependence expected for an unperturbed state. The experimental isotope-shift perturbations are in excellent agreement with our model calculations, which are also shown in Fig. 6 ͑note that the small systematic difference between the vibrational dependencies of the experimental and computed isotope shifts has been removed to facilitate this comparison of the perturbation behavior͒. The isotope-shift perturbations become more noticeable for vу4, where small shifts for the low-v levels of the c 3 Rydberg state, together with larger shifts for the higher-v levels of the b state, result in differential effects which influence the pattern of Rydberg-valence energy degeneracies and consequent perturbation behavior.
Isotope shifts for the Rydberg 1 ⌸ u states are also significantly perturbed, particularly for the vϭ0 levels. An inspection of Table VIII erty of the uncoupled b-state potential-energy curve, which has an unusual shape due to a configurational change near its minimum ͑see Fig. 1͒ . There is no significant perturbation visible in the rotational structure of the b -X (1 -3,0) bands. For example, the b 1 ⌸ u (vϭ1) level, which has been found to be well described by an unperturbed rotational progression for 14 N 2 by Ubachs et al., 39 behaves similarly in the case of 15 N 2 , as shown in Table I . However, a global perturbation by the higher-lying c 3 1 ⌸ u state causes an overall shift of these b-state levels downwards by about 200 cm Ϫ1 . This shift, however, has little effect on the rotational structure which can still be described using only two rotational parameters. According to Ref. 39 , rotational levels of the 14 N 2 b 1 ⌸ u (v ϭ3) state are diffuse and broadened due to the short lifetime of this level. As has been found elsewhere by Robbe, 41 the broadening of this level in 15 N 2 is much smaller than in 14 N 2 . The isotope-dependent lifetimes and predissociative behavior of the 1 ⌸ u states will be discussed in detail in future publications. (5) , and c 3 (0) states level shifts of Ϫ157.96, ϩ224.00, and Ϫ187.42 cm Ϫ1 , respectively, relative to their unperturbed positions ͑diabatic term values͒. The effects of the severe Rydberg-valence mixing are particularly noticeable in the B values, which are fairly similar for all three levels, as shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ and as illustrated by the near-parallel term-value plots in Fig. 5. In the absence of an interaction, 
Ϫ1 , characteristic of a vϭ0 member of a Rydberg series converging on the ground state of the ion, while the predicted B values for b (4) and b(5) are much smaller: 1.2278 and 1.2100 cm Ϫ1 , respectively. Furthermore, the same interaction is responsible for the widely differing D values for b (4) , which is significantly larger than expected for an unperturbed level, and for b (5) , which is of even greater magnitude and negative, as shown in Fig. 4͑c͒ .
There is also significant ⌳-doubling in this region, which indicates heterogeneous interaction with 1 ⌺ u ϩ states. First, the bЈ 1 ⌺ u ϩ (vϭ0) state lies just above b(4), shifting its e levels to lower energies, increasingly as J increases, while leaving the f levels unaffected, and resulting in a negative q value for b (4) . Second, as in (4) Table III .
Finally, we note that we have observed new, weak local perturbations and extra lines in spectra of the b -X(4,0) band for both 15 N 2 and 14 N 2 . These perturbations occur in both the P and R branches ͓e levels of b (4)] and in the Q branch ( f levels͒, most prominently in the Jϭ15e region for 15 N 2 and at Jϭ18e for 14 N 2 . The latter perturbation has also been observed in synchrotron-based photoabsorption spectra by Stark. 42 There is no known singlet state of N 2 energetically located so as to be able to cause these local perturbations, which will be assigned and analyzed elsewhere. tion model͒ the upper term series, labeled b (7) in Fig. 7 , has predominantly Rydberg character, while the lower has predominantly valence character. The same interaction is responsible for the negative D value for b (7) , the large D value for o(0), and the need for a cubic polynomial to accurately represent the b(7) rotational terms ͑see Table III͒. While the ⌳-doubling in b (7) is small and regular, the heterogeneous interaction between o 1 ⌸ u (vϭ0) and bЈ 1 ⌺ u ϩ (vϭ3), whose term series crosses that of o(0) from above, near Jϭ19, results in significant perturbation of the e levels of o(0), leaving the f levels untouched, as illustrated in Fig. 8 , where we have also shown the results of a local two-level deperturbation of the e-level crossing region. Although the experimental data are insufficient to allow one to distinguish between a homogeneous or heterogeneous perturbation, we can safely assume that this 1 ⌺ 0 -1 ⌸ 1 interaction is heterogeneous, in which case the deperturbation implies an effective two-level interaction matrix element H 12 ϭϪ0.21ͱJ(Jϩ1) cm Ϫ1 . It is well known that it is hazardous to rely on intensities in ionization spectra as indicators of photoabsorption intensities. However, even with this proviso, our spectra indicate an interesting anomaly in the R-branch intensities associated with the o(0) -bЈ(3) crossing region: R-branch lines in bЈ -X(3,0) are excessively weak for excited-state J values immediately below the crossing region, and are abnormally strong for J values immediately above the crossing region. It is likely that this is an example of the well-known P -R intensity anomalies caused by quantum interference between the amplitudes for dipole-allowed transitions into coupled 1 ⌺ and 1 ⌸ states, as discussed, e.g., by Lefebvre-Brion and Field. 34 Unfortunately, however, due to limitations in the spectra, we are unable to confirm the opposite intensity behavior expected in the bЈ -X(3,0) P branch, and the opposite P -R behavior expected in the o -X(0,0) band crossing region.
We note also that we have observed new, weak local perturbations in o(0), specifically in the Jϭ3e -4e region, and also in the Jϭ10-14 region for both the e and f levels. These regions were either deperturbed or excluded from the corresponding spectroscopic-parameter fits in Table III . As in the case of b(4), we will consider these particular perturbations elsewhere. 1 ⌺ u ϩ (vϭ1) Rydberg states which lie above and below c 3 (1), respectively, post interaction ͑see Fig. 9͒ , producing perturbations in the c 3 (1,e) levels of opposite signs. For very low J values, the c 3 (1,e) levels are predominantly perturbed upwards, due to the strong rotational interaction with the c 4 Ј(1) state which is a member of the same p complex, 34 despite its lying further away from c 3 (1) than does bЈ (4) . On the other hand, for higher J, as the valence level bЈ(4) approaches the Rydberg level c 3 (1) more closely, the predominant effect becomes a downward perturbation of the c 3 (1,e) levels by bЈ (4) , this effect maximizing near Jϭ19, corresponding to the region of closest approach of the c 3 (1) and bЈ(4) levels, which do not cross because of the strongly-avoided crossings in both the 1 ⌸ u and 1 ⌺ u ϩ levels.
We note in passing that the slightly scattered points in Fig. 10 at low-J values for the c 3 (1) state result from further weak local perturbations. There appear to be three perturbations in the range JϽ12, in both the e and f levels, similar to one of the groups of perturbations observed for o(0) and mentioned in Sec. V B 4. These perturbations will be analyzed further elsewhere.
There is also a perturbation visible in the intensity distribution of the b -X(8,0) band, the spectrum of which is shown in Fig. 11 . Rotational lines for all branches exciting low-J levels are significantly less intense than rotational lines to higher-J levels, an effect unrelated to laser power levels. This perturbation in intensity occurs due to a destructive quantum-interference effect between the 1 ⌸ u Rydberg and valence transition amplitudes. Vibrational intensity anomalies observed in the b -X system of 14 N 2 , 44 including an intensity minimum for the ͑8,0͒ band, are known to result from these Rydberg-valence interactions, having been treated successfully semi-empirically by Stahel et al., 10 and by Spelsberg and Meyer using ab initio methods. 15 These interference effects have a strong rotational dependence: in the the case of 14 N 2 , Carroll and Collins 9 note that the intensities of lines in the ͑8,0͒ band with intermediate J drop markedly before increasing again at higher J; in the present case of 15 N 2 , evidently the destructive interference effect maximizes at low J. We have found this observed isotopic and J dependence to be qualitatively consistent with predictions based on the 1 ⌸ u Rydberg-valence interaction model of Spelsberg and Meyer. 15 The alternative explanation of our observations for 15 N 2 , namely that the low-J levels of b (8) are heavily predissociated due to an accidental perturbation by a short-lived level of another electronic state, is unlikely since no detectable broadening is observed. Furthermore, we know of no such level near the energy of the b(8) bandhead. 
band, recorded with PDL-based XUV source. Note that the R(0) and P(2) lines were not observed. Lines marked with an asterisk are from the bЈ 1 ⌺ u ϩ -X 1 ⌺ g ϩ (5,0) band: P (22) , R (25) , P (25) , and P (27) , respectively, in order of decreasing energy. Note the ac-Stark-induced asymmetry in the spectral lines. (9) valence level, the higher Rydberg B value and homogeneous Rydberg-valence interaction resulting in a weakly-avoided crossing (H 12 ϭ8.1 cm Ϫ1 ) in the corresponding rotational term series. 20 In 15 N 2 , the order of these levels is reversed and their energy separation is increased substantially, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . As a result, their degree of mutual perturbation decreases significantly and they can, in effect, be regarded as independent levels.
For example, the b(9) level is very well behaved, with no local perturbations evident in its rotational structure, a B value appropriate to an unperturbed valence state, a very small D value, no additional polynomial terms necessary to describe its rotational energies, and negligible ⌳-doubling. Similar comments apply to the o (1) 22 for the various isotopomers. Narrow spectral lines with the ultrahigh resolution system could only be recorded for the lowest J values in these two levels, not reaching the avoided-crossing region. Since the lower-resolution data, recorded with the PDL for bЈ (1) N has been performed. New data on 26 absorption bands have been obtained with the highest resolving power and precision achievable using present-day XUV-laser technology. New molecular spectroscopic parameters and precise isotope shifts have been determined, which will help to inform future models of the molecular structure, interactions, and dynamics of N 2 .
While the overall pattern of strong Rydberg-valence perturbations in the 1 In a future publication, experimental studies of the lifetimes of the 1 ⌸ u states of the different isotopomers of N 2 will be presented, providing insight into the isotope dependence of the predissociation behavior for these states. In a further study, the singlet-triplet interactions which are responsible for the several weak local perturbations seen here for the first time in 15 N 2 , and which have not been reported previously in 14 N 2 , will be discussed.
